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Abstract
We consider the axial compression of a thin elastic cylinder placed about a hard
cylindrical core. Treating the core as an obstacle, we prove upper and lower
bounds on the minimum energy of the cylinder that depend on its relative thick-
ness and the magnitude of axial compression. We focus exclusively on the setting
where the radius of the core is greater than or equal to the natural radius of the
cylinder. We consider two cases: the “large mandrel” case, where the radius
of the core exceeds that of the cylinder, and the “neutral mandrel” case, where
the radii of the core and cylinder are the same. In the large mandrel case, our
upper and lower bounds match in their scaling with respect to thickness, com-
pression, and the magnitude of pre-strain induced by the core. We construct
three types of axisymmetric wrinkling patterns whose energy scales as the min-
imum in different parameter regimes, corresponding to the presence of many
wrinkles, few wrinkles, or no wrinkles at all. In the neutral mandrel case, our
upper and lower bounds match in a certain regime in which the compression is
small as compared to the thickness; in this regime, the minimum energy scales
as that of the unbuckled configuration. We achieve these results for both the
von Kármán–Donnell model and a geometrically nonlinear model of elasticity.
© 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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1 Introduction
In many controlled experiments involving the axial compression of thin elastic
cylinders, one observes complex folding patterns (see, e.g., [9, 15, 23, 25]). It is
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natural to wonder if such patterns are required to minimize elastic energy, or if they
are instead due to loading history. Before we can begin to answer these questions,
we need to understand the minimum energy and in particular its dependence on
external parameters. This paper offers progress towards this goal.
Since the work of Horton and Durham [15], it is a common experimental prac-
tice to place the elastic cylinder about a hard inner core that stabilizes its defor-
mation during loading. In this paper, we consider the minimum energy of a com-
pressed thin elastic cylinder fit about a hard cylindrical core (which we also refer
to as the “mandrel”). We prove upper and lower bounds on the minimum energy
which quantify its dependence on the thickness of the cylinder h and the amount
of axial compression . Ultimately, our goal is to identify the first term in the as-
ymptotic expansion of the minimum energy about h, D 0. A more modest goal,
closer to what we achieve, is to prove upper and lower bounds that match in scaling
but not necessarily in prefactor, e.g.,
Ch˛ˇ  minE  C 0h˛ˇ as h;! 0:
When our bounds match, which they do in some cases, we will have identified the
minimum energy scaling law along with test functions that achieve this scaling.
There is a growing mathematical literature on minimum energy scaling laws for
thin elastic sheets. Some recent studies have considered problems in which the
presence and direction of wrinkling is known in advance. This could be due to the
presence of a tensile boundary condition [3] or a tensile body force such as gravity
pulling on a heavy curtain [4]. Such a tensile force acts as a stabilizing mechanism,
in that it pulls the wrinkles taut and sets their direction. Then, the question is
typically: at what wavelengths should the sheet wrinkle—and how should these
be arranged—in order to achieve (nearly) minimal energy? Other works concern
problems in which the presence of wrinkling, as opposed to some other type of
microstructure, is unknown a priori. These include works on blistering patterns
[5, 17], delamination [1], herringbone patterns [19], and crumpling and folding of
paper [6,27]. In these papers, an important point is the construction of energetically
favorable microstructures made to accommodate biaxial compressive loads.
In our view, the cylinder-mandrel problem belongs to either category, as a func-
tion of whether the cylinder is fit snugly onto the mandrel or not. Our analysis
addresses the following two cases: the “large mandrel” case, in which the natural
radius of the cylinder is smaller than that of the core, and the “neutral mandrel”
case, in which the radii of the cylinder and the core are the same. In the first case,
the mandrel pre-strains the cylinder along its hoops and, in the presence of axial
compression, this drives the formation of axisymmetric wrinkles. In this setting,
we prove upper and lower bounds on the minimum energy (less a known “bulk
energy” induced by the mandrel) that match in their scaling.
The neutral mandrel case is different, as there is no pre-strain to set the direction
of wrinkling. In this case, our best upper and lower bounds do not match (so that at
least one of them is suboptimal). Nevertheless, our lower bound is among the few
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examples thus far of ansatz-free lower bounds in problems involving confinement
with the possibility of crumpling. The cylinder-mandrel problem is similar in spirit
to that of [19]: in some sense, the obstacle in our analysis plays the role of their
elastic substrate. A key difference, however, is that in the present paper the cost of
deviating from the mandrel is felt internally by the elastic cylinder, whereas in [19]
the cost of deviating from the substrate is included as a separate bulk effect. In
this sense, our discussion is also similar to that in [1], where the delaminated set is
unknown.
These problems belong to a larger class in which the emergence of microstruc-
ture is modeled using a nonconvex variational problem regularized by higher-order
terms (see, e.g., [8,18,26]). While we would like to understand energy minimizers,
and eventually local minimizers, a natural first step is to understand how the value
of the minimum energy depends on the problem’s external parameters. Proving
upper bounds is conceptually straightforward, as it involves evaluating the energy
of suitable test functions; proving lower bounds is more difficult, as the argument
must be ansatz-free.
The presence of the mandrel core in the cylinder-mandrel setup has a stabilizing
effect. This has been exploited in experiments that explore both the incipient buck-
ling load [15], as well as buckled states deep into the bifurcation diagram [25]. In
practice, there is a gap between the cylinder and the core (we call this the “small
mandrel” case). In the recent experimental work [25], the authors explore the effect
of the gap’s size on the resulting buckling patterns. The character of the observed
patterns depends strongly on the size of the gap between the cylinder and the core:
in some cases the resulting structures resemble origami folding patterns (e.g., the
Yoshimura pattern), while in other cases they resemble delamination patterns (e.g.,
the “telephone cord” patterns discussed in [20]).
The effect of imposing a cylindrical geometry on a confined thin elastic sheet
has also been explored in the literature. In the experimental work [24], Roman and
Pocheau consider the axial compression of a sheet trapped between two cylindrical
obstacles. The authors explore the effect of the size of the gap between the obsta-
cles on the compression-driven deformation of the sheet. When the gap is large, the
sheet exhibits crumples and folds; as the gap shrinks, the sheet “uncrumples” in a
striking fashion. At the smallest reported gap sizes, the sheet appears to be (almost)
axially symmetric. This raises the question of whether the deformations from [25]
would also become axially symmetric if the size of the gap between the cylinder
and mandrel were reduced to zero. In the large mandrel case of the present paper,
we prove that axially symmetric wrinkling patterns achieve the minimum energy
scaling law. Our upper bounds in the neutral mandrel case also use axisymmetric
wrinkling patterns, but we wonder if optimal deformations must be axisymmetric
there.
In the recent paper [21], Paulsen et al. consider the axial compression of a thin
elastic sheet bonded to a cylindrical substrate. The substrate acts as a Winkler foun-
dation and sets the effective shape in the vanishing thickness limit. The effective
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cylindrical geometry, in turn, gives rise to an additional geometric stiffness that
adds to the inherent stiffness of the substrate. The authors also consider the effect
of applying tension along the wrinkles; the result is a local prediction for the opti-
mal wavelength of wrinkles in the sheet via the “far-from-threshold” approach [7].
The cylinder-mandrel problem offers a similar opportunity to discuss the com-
petition between stiffness of geometrical and physical origin. In particular, in the
neutral mandrel case, our lower bounds quantify the additional stability afforded by
the cylindrical obstacle. While a flat sheet placed along a planar obstacle is imme-
diately unstable to compressive uniaxial loads, the same is not true in the presence
of cylindrical obstacles: superimposing wrinkles onto a curved shape costs addi-
tional stretching energy. In the large mandrel case, our upper and lower bounds
balance the pre-strain induced stiffness against the bending resistance. Since the
resulting bounds match up to prefactor, our prediction for the wavelength of wrin-
kling is optimal in its scaling.
The present paper is not a study of the buckling load of a thin elastic cylinder un-
der axial compression, though this is an interesting problem in its own right. This
is the subject of the recent papers by Grabovsky and Harutyunyan [11, 12], which
give a rigorous derivation of Koiter’s formula for the buckling load from a fully
nonlinear model of elasticity. These papers also discuss the sensitivity of buckling
to imperfections; in the context of the von Kármán–Donnell equations, this is dis-
cussed in [13]. (See also [14,16] for related work.) The existence of a large family
of buckling modes associated with the incipient buckling load of a thin cylinder
is consistent with the development of geometric complexity when buckling first
occurs. One might imagine that the complexity seen experimentally reflects the
initial and perhaps subsequent bifurcations. Nevertheless, it still makes sense to
ask whether this complexity is required for, or even consistent with, achievement
of minimal energy. We cannot begin to answer this question without first under-
standing the energy scaling law.
In this paper, we prove upper and lower bounds on the minimum energy in the
cylinder-mandrel problem. Our upper bounds are ansatz-driven, and we achieve
them by constructing competitive test functions. In contrast, our lower bounds are
ansatz-free. Given enough compression, low-energy test functions must buckle.
Buckling in the presence of the mandrel requires “outwards” displacement, and
this leads to tensile hoop stresses that cost elastic energy at leading order. Thus,
the mandrel drives buckling patterns to refine their length scales to minimize elas-
tic energy; this is compensated for by bending effects, which prefer larger length
scales overall. Through the use of various Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation in-
equalities, we deduce lower bounds by balancing these effects. In the large man-
drel case, this argument proves the minimum energy scaling law. In the neutral
mandrel case, the optimal such argument leads to matching bounds only when the
compression is small as compared to the thickness. For a more detailed discussion
of these ideas, we refer the reader to Section 1.3, following the statements of the
main results.
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1.1 The Elastic Energies
We now describe the energy functionals that will be discussed in this paper. Each
is a model for the elastic energy per thickness of a unit cylinder. Throughout this
paper, we let  2 I D Œ0; 2 be the reference coordinate along the “hoops” of the
cylinder and ´ 2 I´ D Œ 12 ; 12  be the reference coordinate along the generators.
The reference domain is  D I  I´.
The von Kármán–Donnell Model
The first model we consider is a geometrically linear model of elasticity, which
we refer to as the von Kármán–Donnell (vKD) model. Let  W  ! R3 be a
displacement field, given in cylindrical coordinates by  D .;  ; ´/. Treating
the “in-cylinder” displacements  and ´ as “in-plane” displacements, the elastic
strain tensor is given in the vKD model by
(1.1)  D e. ; ´/C 1
2
D ˝D C e ˝ e :
Assuming a trivial Hooke’s law, the elastic energy per thickness is given in this
model by
(1.2) EvKDh ./ D
ˆ

jj2 C h2jD2j2 d d´:
Here, the symmetric linear strain tensor e D e. ; ´/ is given in .; ´/-coordi-
nates by eij D .@ij C @ji /=2, i; j 2 f; ´g, and the vectors fe ; e´g are the ref-
erence coordinate basis vectors. The first term in (1.2) is known as the “membrane
term,” the second is the “bending term,” and the parameter h is the (nondimension-
alized) thickness of the sheet. The primary interest in this functional as a model of
elasticity is in the “thin” regime h 1.
We note here that, as in [13, 14, 16], we choose to call this the von Kármán–
Donnell model of elasticity. In doing so, we invite comparison with the well-known
Föppl–von Kármán model for the elastic energy of a thin plate. In the Föppl–von
Kármán model, the elastic strain tensor is given by
 D e.ux; uy/C 1
2
Dw ˝Dw;
where u D .ux; uy/ and w are the in-plane and out-of-plane displacements, re-
spectively. The elastic energy per thickness is then given by the direct analogue of
(1.2). The key difference between this model and the vKD model described above
is the presence of the last term in (1.1). This term is of geometrical origin: it arises
as  describes the radial, or “out-of-cylinder,” displacement in the present work.
To model axial confinement of the elastic cylinder in the presence of the man-
drel, we consider the minimization of EvKD
h
over the admissible set
AvKD;R;m D
˚
 W ! R3 W  2 H 2per./;  ; ´ C ´ 2 H 1per./
	
\ ˚  R   1; max
i2f;´g; j2f;;´g
k@ij kL1./  m
	
:
(1.3)
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The parameter  2 .0; 1/ is the relative axial confinement of the cylinder. The pa-
rameterR 2 .0;1/ is the radius of the mandrel, which we treat as an obstacle. The
parameter m 2 .0;1 gives an a priori bound on the “slope” of the displacement
D. (As we will show, minimization of EvKD
h
under axial confinement prefers
unbounded slopes as h ! 0. We introduce the hypothesis m < 1 in order to
systematically discuss sequences of test functions that do not feature exploding
slopes.) The assumption of periodicity in the ´-direction is for simplicity and does
not change the essential features of the problem.
A Nonlinear Model of Elasticity
The vKD model described in the previous section fails to be physically valid
when the slope of the displacementD is too large. In this paper, we also consider
the following nonlinear model for the elastic energy per thickness:
(1.4) ENLh .ˆ/ D
ˆ

jDˆTDˆ   idj2 C h2jD2ˆj2 d d´
where ˆ W  ! R3 is the deformation of the cylinder. This is related to the
displacement  through the formulas
ˆ D 1C ; ˆ D  C  ; and ˆ´ D ´C ´:
The functional ENL
h
is a widely used replacement for the fully nonlinear elastic
energy of a thin sheet (see, e.g., [2, 6]). We note two simplifications from a fully
nonlinear model: the energy is written as the sum of a membrane term and a bend-
ing term; where in the bending term a second fundamental form would usually
appear, it has been replaced by the full matrix of second partial derivatives of the
deformation, D2ˆ.
Let us comment briefly on this choice of bending term. In the case of vanishing
displacement, the nonlinear model (1.4) achieves an elastic energy of h2jj. Such
a situation could occur if, e.g., the cylinder were manufactured by rolling up a
naturally planar elastic sheet into a tube and joining the ends (as is done in [25]).
If instead the cylinder were manufactured as a naturally curved elastic shell (as is
done in [15] via electroforming), then the case of vanishing displacement should
achieve zero elastic energy. In such a setting, one could substitute in the bending
term a difference of second fundamental forms (or, keeping with our simplification,
of second partial derivative matrices) between that of the deformed and that of the
natural state.
In parallel with the vKD model, we consider the minimization of ENL
h
over the
admissible set
(1.5)
ANL;R;m
D ˚ˆ W ! R3 W ˆ; ˆ   ;ˆ´   .1   /´ 2 H 2per./	
\ ˚ˆ  R; max
i2f;´g; j2f;;´g
k@i jˆ kL1./  m; @´ˆ´  0 Leb-a.e.
	
:
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As above,  2 .0; 1/ is the relative axial confinement, R 2 .0;1/ is the radius of
the mandrel, and m 2 .0;1 is an L1–a priori bound on Dˆ. The final hypoth-
esis, on the sign of @´ˆ´, has no analogue in (1.3) and deserves some additional
discussion.
One might imagine that the cylinder should fold over itself to accommodate
axial compression. Indeed, if ´ ! ˆ´ need not be invertible, one can construct
test functions that have significantly lower energy than given in Theorem 1.3 or
Theorem 1.9. (In the notation of these results, such test functions can be made
to have excess energy no larger than C.R0/maxfŒ.R2   1/ _ h21=3h4=3; h3=2g
whenever R 2 Œ1; R0 and h;  2 .0; 12 .) In order to avoid this, and to facilitate a
direct comparison with the geometrically linear setting, we introduce the hypoth-
esis that @´ˆ´  0 in the definition of (1.5). We remark that such a hypothesis
can be relaxed; as discussed in Remark 3.10, one only needs to prevent @´ˆ´ from
approaching the well at  1 in order to obtain our results.
1.2 Statement of Results
We prove quantitative bounds on the minimum energy of EvKD
h
and ENL
h
in
two cases: the large mandrel case, where R > 1, and the neutral mandrel case,
where R D 1. The small mandrel case, where R < 1, is close to the poorly
understood question of the energy scaling law of a crumpled sheet of paper, which
is still a matter of conjecture (despite significant recent progress offered in [6]).
The Large Mandrel Case
We begin with the case where R > 1. In this setting, our methods prove the
minimum energy scaling law. We state the results first for the vKD model. Define
(1.6) EvKDb .R/ D jj.R   1/2
and let c0.; h;m/ D minf1=2h1=4; m1=2h1=2g.
THEOREM 1.1. Let h; 2 .0; 1
2
, R 2 Œ1;1/, and m 2 Œ2;1/. Then we have that
min
AvKD
;R;m
EvKDh   EvKDb m min
˚
2;maxf.R  1/4=7h6=75=7; .R  1/2=3h2=3g	
whenever R   1  c0.; h;m/. In the case that m D1, we have that
min
AvKD
;R;1
EvKDh   EvKDb  minf2; .R   1/4=7h6=75=7g
whenever R   1  c0.; h;1/.
Remark 1.2. Note that the scaling law .R  1/2=3h2=3 disappears from the result
when one does not assume an a priori L1-bound on D. Indeed, this assumption
changes the character of minimizing sequences. A consequence of our methods
is a quantification of the blowup rate of kDkL1 as h ! 0. For instance, if we
fix R 2 .1;1/ and  2 .0; 1
2
, then the minimizers fhg of EvKDh over AvKD;R;1
satisfy kDhkL1 &R; h 2=7 as h ! 0. The interested reader is directed to
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(A) (B) (C)
FIGURE 1.1. This figure depicts the three types of axisymmetric wrin-
kling patterns that achieve the minimum energy scaling laws from The-
orem 1.1. In each, a thin elastic cylinder of unit radius and thickness h
is compressed axially by amount  and lies entirely outside of an inner
cylindrical mandrel of radiusR > 1. (A) shows the trivial wrinkling pat-
tern, i.e., the unbuckled configuration, which achieves an excess energy
scaling as 2. (B) is made up of one wrinkle, and achieves an excess
energy scaling as .R   1/4=7h6=75=7. (C) features many wrinkles, and
achieves an excess energy scaling as .R   1/2=3h2=3. In this pattern,
the number of wrinkles scales as .R 1/1=3h 2=3. A similar discussion
applies for Theorem 1.3, where R   1 is replaced by .R2   1/ _ h2.
Corollary 3.5 for a precise statement of the full result. In any case, we are led by
this observation to include the parameter m in the definition of the admissible set,
AvKD
;R;m
, in order to prevent the nonphysical explosion of slope that is energetically
preferred in the large mandrel vKD problem.
PROOF. Theorem 1.1 follows from Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 3.1, once
we note that
h  maxfh6=75=7.R   1/4=7; m 1=3.R   1/2=3h2=3g ”
minf1=2h1=4; m1=2h1=2g  R   1: 
This theorem shows that there are three types of patterns (three “phases”) that
achieve the minimum energy scaling law, and that there are two types of patterns if
m D 1. As we will see in the proof of the upper bounds, these patterns consist of
axisymmetric wrinkles. Roughly speaking, the phases correspond to the absence of
wrinkles, the presence of one or a few wrinkles, or the presence of many wrinkles.
The distinction between “few” and “many” is made clear in Section 2 (see Lemma
2.4 and Lemma 2.3). See Figure 1.1 for a depiction of these wrinkling patterns.
A similar result can be proved for the nonlinear energy. Define
(1.7) ENLb .R; h/ D jj.R2   1/2 C jjR2h2
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and recall the definition of c0 given immediately before the statement of Theorem
1.1 above.
THEOREM 1.3. Let R0 2 Œ1;1/, and let h;  2 .0; 12 , R 2 Œ1; R0, and m 2
Œ1;1/. Then we have that
min
ANL
;R;m
ENLh   ENLb R0;m
min
˚
2;maxfŒ.R2   1/ _ h24=7h6=75=7; Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3h2=3g	
whenever .R2   1/ _ h2  c0.; h; 1/.
Remark 1.4. In contrast with Theorem 1.1, we do not address the case m D 1
in this result. As the reader will observe, our proof of the lower bound part of
Theorem 1.3 rests on the assumption that m < 1. However, in the proof of the
upper bound part, the successful test functions belong to ANL
;R;1
uniformly in h. It
does not appear to us that one can improve the scaling of these upper bounds by
considering test functions with exploding slopes. This should be contrasted with
the blowup estimates discussed for the vKD model in Remark 1.2.
PROOF. Theorem 1.3 follows from Proposition 2.7 and Proposition 3.6 once we
observe that
h  maxfh6=75=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7; Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3h2=3g ”
minf1=2h1=4; h1=2g  .R2   1/ _ h2: 
The Neutral Mandrel Case
Next we turn to the borderline case between the large and small mandrel cases,
given by R D 1. In this case, our methods prove upper and lower bounds on the
minimum energy that fail to match in general, though they do match in a regime in
which the thickness h is large as compared to the compression .
We begin with the results for the vKD model.
THEOREM 1.5. Let h;  2 .0; 1
2
 and m 2 Œ2;1/. Then we have that
min
˚
maxfh3=2; .h/12=11g; 2	 .m min
AvKD
;1;m
EvKDh . minfh; 2g:
In the case that m D1, we have that
minf.h/12=11; 2g . min
AvKD
;1;1
EvKDh . minfh; 2g:
Remark 1.6. Although the lower bound in this result changes whenm D1, in this
case it does not imply a blowup rate for kDkL1 as h! 0. Indeed, as discussed
in Remark 2.6, minimizing sequences need not have exploding slopes in the neutral
mandrel case.
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PROOF. Taking R D 1 in Proposition 2.1 proves the upper bound part of Theo-
rem 1.5. To prove the lower bound part, we first observe that if we define
(1.8) FSh./ D
ˆ

j j2 C j´´j2 C h2jD2j2 d d´;
then
EvKDh ./  FSh./ 8 2 AvKD;R;m:
Proposition 4.1 identifies the minimum energy scaling law of FSh over AvKD;1;m,
and this proves the result. 
As the reader will note, the argument in the proof above uses only the  - and
´´-components of the membrane term. As far as scaling is concerned, the lower
bounds given in Theorem 1.5 are the optimal bounds that can be proved by such
a method. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4.1; the essential point is
that our lower bounds arise as the minimum energy scaling law of what we call the
free-shear functional, defined in (1.8) above.
The upper and lower bounds from Theorem 1.5 match in a certain regime of the
form h  ˛.
COROLLARY 1.7. Let h;  2 .0; 1
2
 and m 2 Œ2;1/. If h  5=6, we have that
min
AvKD
;1;m
EvKDh m 2:
The same result holds in the case that m D1.
Remark 1.8. We note here a possible connection between our analysis and that
of [11, 12], which derives Koiter’s formula for the incipient buckling load of a
(perfect) thin cylinder via an analysis of the fully nonlinear model. Although our
focus is not on buckling as such, Corollary 1.7 proves that, in the regime   h6=5,
the minimum energy scales as that of the unbuckled deformation. In comparison,
the buckling load of a thin elastic cylinder scales linearly with h. If the effect of
the neutral mandrel is to improve local to global stability, then perhaps the upper
bound from Theorem 1.5 is optimal in its scaling.
PROOF. Corollary 1.7 follows from Theorem 1.5, after observing that, since
  1,
h  5=6 ” maxfh3=2; .h/12=11g  2: 
Now we state the corresponding results for the nonlinear energy.
THEOREM 1.9. Let h;  2 .0; 1
2
 and m 2 Œ1;1/. Then we have that
min
˚
maxfh3=2; .h/12=11g; 2	 .m min
ANL
;1;m
ENLh  ENLb .1; h/ .R0 minfh; 2g:
Remark 1.10. As discussed in Remark 1.4, the lower bound in the case thatm D1
is not addressed for the nonlinear model by our methods.
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PROOF. Taking R D R0 D 1 in Proposition 2.7 gives the upper bound part,
once we observe that
  1 H) h  minfh25=7; 2g:
The lower bound part follows from Proposition 4.12. 
COROLLARY 1.11. Let h;  2 .0; 1
2
 and m 2 Œ1;1/. If h  5=6, then we have
that
min
ANL
;1;1
ENLh   ENLb .1; h/ m 2:
PROOF. Arguing as in the proof of Corollary 1.7, we see that the result follows
from Theorem 1.9. 
1.3 Discussion of the Proofs
We turn now to a discussion of the mathematical ideas behind the proofs of these
results. To fix ideas, we focus exclusively in this section on the nonlinear model,
given in (1.4). For added clarity, we consider only the case where h ! 0 while
 2 .0; 1
2
, R 2 Œ1;1/, and m 2 Œ1;1/ are held fixed. Under these additional
assumptions, Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.9 imply the following results:
 If R > 1, there are constants c; C depending only on ;R;m such that
(1.9) ch2=3  min
ANL
;R;m
ENLh   ENLb  Ch2=3 as h! 0:
 If R D 1, there are constants c; C depending only on ;m such that
(1.10) ch  min
ANL
;1;m
ENLh   ENLb  Ch as h! 0:
Bulk Energy
We see from (1.7) that ENL
b
is of the form
ENLb D bm.R/C b.R/h2:
The first factor, bm, is the “bulk membrane energy” that remains in the limit h! 0.
The second factor, bh2, is the “bulk bending energy” and appears in ENLb due to
our choice of bending term.
The bulk membrane energy can be found by solving the relaxed problem
(1.11) bm D min
ˆ2ANL
;R;m
ˆ

QW.Dˆ/dx:
Here, QW is the quasi-convexification of W.F / D jF TF   idj2. It follows from
the results of [22] that
QW.F / D  21   12C C  22   12C
where figiD1;2 are the singular values of F .
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Regardless of whether we consider the large, neutral, or small mandrel cases,
the deformation
ˆeff.; ´/ D .1C .R   1/C; ; .1   /´/
is a minimizer of (1.11). The effective (first Piola-Kirchhoff) stress field is given
by
(1.12) eff D DQW.Dˆeff/ D 4R.R2   1/CE ˝ e ;
and the bulk membrane energy satisfies
bm D jj.R2   1/2C:
We note here that in the large mandrel case, where R > 1, both eff and bm are
nonzero, whereas for the small or neutral mandrels these both vanish. As will
become clear, the appearance of different power laws for the scaling of the excess
energy in (1.9) and (1.10) is due precisely to the vanishing or nonvanishing of eff.
Upper Bounds
To achieve the upper bounds from (1.9) and (1.10), one must construct a good
test function and estimate its elastic energy. The particular test functions that we
use are of the form
(1.13) ˆ.; ´/ D .RC w.´/; ; .1   /´C u.´//:
We refer to such constructions as “axisymmetric wrinkling patterns” (see Fig-
ure 1.1). By construction, the metric tensor g D DˆTDˆ satisfies g´ D 0
and by choosing u;w suitably we can ensure that g´´ D 0 as well.
In Section 2, we estimate the elastic energy of (1.13). The result is that the
excess energy is bounded above by a multiple ofˆ
I´
.R2   1/Cjwj C jwj2 C h2jw00j2 d´;
where kw0kL2  c./. Minimizing over all such w leads to the desired upper
bounds. Evidently, both the character of the optimal w and the scaling in h of the
resulting upper bound depend crucially on whether R > 1.
Ansatz-Free Lower Bounds
The proofs of the lower bounds from (1.9) and (1.10) require an ansatz-free
argument. We start by establishing the following claims:
(1) With enough axial confinement, low-energy configurations must buckle.
(2) Buckling in the presence of the mandrel induces excess hoop stress and
costs energy.
The first claim is quantified in Corollary 3.12, with the result being that low-energy
configurations must satisfy
(1.14) kDˆkL2  c./:
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The second claim is quantified in Lemma 3.8; this result implies in particular that
the excess energy is bounded below by a multiple of
(1.15) .R2   1/Ckˆ  RkL1./ C kˆ  Rk2L2´L1 :
The anisotropic norm appearing here is characteristic of our neutral mandrel anal-
ysis. It arises because we consider the stretching of each  -hoop individually in
this case, a choice that may be suboptimal in general as it ignores the cost of shear.
Finally, we prove in Lemma 3.13 that, for low-energy configurations, the excess
energy is bounded below by a multiple of
(1.16) h2
D2ˆ2L2./:
While such a bound comes for free when we considerEvKD
h
, it requires some extra
work for ENL
h
due to the nonlinearities in the bending term.
Combining (1.14), (1.15), and (1.16) with various Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpo-
lation inequalities (see the Appendix), we conclude the desired lower bounds.
Role of eff in Lower Bounds
As described above, the vanishing of the effective applied stress, eff, affects
both the scaling law of the excess energy as well as the character of low energy
sequences. We wish now to present a short argument for the first part of (1.15).
While this argument is not strictly necessary for the proof of the main results, we
believe that it helps to clarify the role of eff in the lower bounds.
It turns out that
ENLh .ˆ/   ENLb 
ˆ

W.Dˆ/   bm:
Indeed, the excess energy can be split into its membrane and bending parts (see
Lemma 3.7). Since QW  W , we have thatˆ

W.Dˆ/   bm 
ˆ

QW.Dˆ/  QW.Dˆeff/:
If eff ¤ 0, then to first order
(1.17) QW.Dˆ/  QW.Dˆeff/ D heff;D.ˆ  ˆeff/i C higher-order terms;
and in fact we have that
QW.Dˆ/  QW.Dˆeff/  heff;D.ˆ  ˆeff/i
since QW is convex (this also follows from [22]). Integrating by parts with the
formula (1.12) and using that ˆ  R, we conclude thatˆ

heff;D.ˆ  ˆeff/i D
ˆ

jeffjjˆ  Rj:
Hence,
ENLh .ˆ/   ENLb  jeffjkˆ  RkL1./ 8ˆ 2 ANL;R;1:
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While this argument succeeds in proving the first part of (1.15), it fails to prove
the second part since, essentially, the expansion (1.17) fails to capture the leading-
order behavior of QW in the neutral mandrel case. Nevertheless, one can prove
the full power of (1.15) assuming only that the cylinder is at least as large as the
mandrel, i.e., R  1. The argument we give in Section 3.2 establishes both parts
at once, using only familiar calculus and Sobolev-type inequalities along with the
basic definitions.
1.4 Outline
In Section 2, we give the proofs of the upper bound parts of Theorem 1.1, The-
orem 1.3, Theorem 1.5, and Theorem 1.9. In Section 3 we prove the lower bounds
in the large mandrel case, i.e., the lower bound parts of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem
1.3. In Section 4, we consider the analysis of lower bounds in the neutral mandrel
case. There, we prove the lower bound parts of Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.9, as
well as the energy scaling law for the free-shear functional. We end with a short
appendix that contains the various interpolation inequalities that we use.
1.5 Notation
The notation X . Y means that there exists a positive numerical constant C
such that X  CY , and the notation X .a Y means that there exists a positive
constant C 0 depending only on a such that X  C 0.a/Y . The notation X  Y
means that X . Y and Y . X , and similarly for X a Y . We sometimes
abbreviate maxfX; Y g by X _ Y and minfX; Y g by X ^ Y .
When the meaning is clear, we sometimes abbreviate function spaces on 
by dropping the dependence on the domain, e.g., Hk D Hk./. The space
Hkper D Hkper./ is the space of periodic Sobolev functions on  of order k and
integrability 2. We employ the following notation regarding mixed Lp-norms:
kf k
L
p1
x1
L
p2
x2
D
ˆ ˆ
jf .x1; x2/jp2 dx2
p1
p2
dx1
 1
p1
and
kf kLpx1 .x2/ D
ˆ
jf .x1; x2/jp dx1
 1
p
:
We refer to the unit basis vectors for the reference .; ´/-coordinates on  as
feigi2f;´g, and the unit frame of coordinate vectors for the cylindrical .; ; ´/-
coordinates on R3 as fEigi2f;;´g. Note that E D E.x/ and E D E .x/
depend on x 2 R3 through its  -coordinate x ; our convention is that E points in
the direction of increasing radial coordinate , andE in the direction of increasing
azimuthal coordinate  , so that in particular x D xE.x/ C x´E´. We will
sometimes perform Lebesgue averages of a function f W ! R over the reference
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 -coordinate. We denote this by
xf .´/ D 1jI j
ˆ
I
f .; ´/d:
The notation jAj denotes the euclidean volume of the (Lebesgue-measurable) setA.
The set B.U / denotes the set of Lebesgue-measurable subsets A  U .
2 Elastic Energy of Axisymmetric Wrinkling Patterns
We begin our analysis of the compressed cylinder by estimating the elastic en-
ergy of various axisymmetric wrinkling patterns. This amounts to considering test
functions that depend only on the ´-coordinate. The results in this section con-
stitute the upper bound parts of Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.3, Theorem 1.5, and
Theorem 1.9. We consider the vKD model in Section 2.1 and the nonlinear model
in Section 2.2.
2.1 vKD Model
Recall the definitions of EvKD
h
, AvKD
;R;m
, and EvKD
b
, given in (1.2), (1.3), and
(1.6), respectively. In this section, we prove the following upper bound:
PROPOSITION 2.1. We have that
min
AvKD
;R;m
EvKDh   EvKDb .
min
˚
2;maxfh; h6=75=7.R   1/4=7; m 1=3.R   1/2=3h2=3g	
whenever h;  2 .0; 1
2
, R 2 Œ1;1/, and m 2 Œ2;1.
PROOF. The upper bound of 2 is achieved by the unbuckled configuration  D
.R   1; 0; ´/. To prove the remainder of the upper bound, note first that it
suffices to achieve it for .h; ;R;m/ 2 .0; h0 .0; 12  Œ1;1/ Œ2;1 for some
h0 2 .0; 12 . We apply Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.4, and Lemma 2.5 to deduce the
required upper bound in the stated parameter range with h0 D 124 . 
In the remainder of this section, we will assume that
h 2  0; 1
24

;  2  0; 1
2

; R 2 Œ1;1/; and m 2 Œ2;1
unless otherwise explicitly stated.
We begin by defining a two-scale axisymmetric wrinkling pattern. We will refer
to the parameters n 2 N and ı 2 .0; 1, which are the number of wrinkles and
their relative extent. We refer the reader to Figure 2.1 for a schematic of this
construction.
Fix f 2 C1.R/ such that
 f is nonnegative and one-periodic,
 suppf \ Œ 1
2
; 1
2
  . 1
2
; 1
2
/,
 kf 0kL1  2, and
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FIGURE 2.1. This schematic depicts the axisymmetric wrinkle con-
struction used in the proof of the upper bounds. The pattern features n
wrinkles in the e´-direction with volume fraction ı. The optimal choice
of ı and n depends on the axial compression , the thickness h, the man-
drel’s radius R, and the a priori L1 slope bound m.
 kf 0k2
L2.B1=2/
D 1,
and define fı;n 2 C1.R/ by
fı;n.t/ D
p
ı
n
f

n
ı
t

1t2Bı=2 :
Define wı;n;; uı;n; W ! R by
wı;n;.; ´/ D
p
2fı;n.´/;
uı;n;.; ´/ D
ˆ
  1
2
´0´
   1
2
 
@´wı;n;.; ´
0/
2
d´0:
Finally, define ı;n;;R W ! R3 by
ı;n;;R D .wı;n; CR   1; 0; ´C uı;n;/
in cylindrical coordinates.
Now, we estimate the elastic energy of this construction in the vKD model.
Define
m1.; ı/ D 2max
r
2
ı
;
2
ı

:
LEMMA 2.2. We have that ı;n;;R 2 AvKD;R;m1 . Furthermore,
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb . max

.R   1/
1=2ı3=2
n
;
ı2
n2
; h2
n2
ı2

:
PROOF. Abbreviate ı;n;;R by , wı;n; by w, and uı;n; by u. We claim that
 2 H 2per,  2 H 1per, and ´ C ´ 2 H 1per. To see this, observe thatˆ
I´
1
2
j@´wı;n;j2 d´ D 
ˆ
Bı=2
jf 0ı;nj2 dt D 
ˆ
B1=2
jf 0j2 dt D 
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for all  2 I , so that u 2 H 1per. Thatw 2 H 2per follows from its definition. Observe
also that   R   1, since w  0.
Now we check the slope bounds. By construction, we have that
´´ D @´´ C 1
2
.@´/
2 D 0 and that @´ D @´w D
p
2f 0ı;n:
Hence,
k@´kL1 
p
2kf 0ı;nkL1  2
r
2
ı
and
k@´´kL1  kf 0ı;nk2L1 
4
ı
:
It follows that
max
i2f;´g; j2f;;´g
k@ij kL1  m1.; ı/;
and therefore that  2 AvKD
;R;m1
.
Now we bound the elastic energy of this construction. Since ´´ D ´ D 0 and
w depends only on ´, we see that
EvKDh ./ D
ˆ

jw CR   1j2 C h2j@2´wj2 d d´
and hence that
EvKDh ./   EvKDb . max
˚
.R   1/CkwkL1./; kwk2L2./; h2k@2´wk2L2./
	
:
Now we conclude the desired result from the elementary bounds
kwkL1./ .
1=2ı3=2
n
; kwk2
L2./
. ı
2
n2
; and k@2´wk2L2./ .
n2
ı2
: 
We make three choices of the parameters n; ı in what follows. First, we consider
a construction which features many wrinkles as h! 0.
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that m <1 and that
m 1=3.R   1/2=3h2=3  maxfh; h6=75=7.R   1/4=7g:
Let n 2 N and ı 2 .0; 1 satisfy
n 2 .R   1/1=3h 2=3m 7=6; 2.R   1/1=3h 2=3m 7=6 and ı D 4m 1:
Then, ı;n;;R 2 AvKD;R;m and
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb .
.R   1/2=3h2=3
m1=3
:
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PROOF. Rearranging the inequality
m 1=3.R   1/2=3h2=3  h6=75=7.R   1/4=7;
we find that .R 1/1=3h 2=3m 7=6  1 so that there exists such an n 2 N. Also,
with our choice of ı we have that m1.ı; / D m: We note that indeed ı  1 since
  1
2
and m  2.
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that ı;n;;R 2 AvKD;R;m, and that
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb .
max

.R   1/2=3h2=3m7=6ı3=2 1
1=2
;
ı2h4=3m7=3
.R   1/2=3; h
2=3
3.R   1/2=3
ı2m7=3

:
Using that ı  
m
, we have that
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb . max

.R   1/2=3h2=3
m1=3
; m1=3
h4=3
.R   1/2=3

:
Since
.R   1/2=3h2=3
m1=3
 m1=3 h
4=3
.R   1/2=3 ” .R   1/
2=3  m1=3h1=3;
the result follows. 
Next, we consider a construction consisting of one wrinkle.
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that
h6=75=7.R   1/4=7  maxfh;m 1=3.R   1/2=3h2=3g:
Let n D 1 and let ı 2 .0; 1 be given by
ı D 41=7.R   1/ 2=7h4=7:
Then, ı;n;;R 2 AvKD;R;m and
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb . h6=75=7.R   1/4=7:
PROOF. First, we check that ı  1. Note that 41=7h4=7.R 1/ 2=7  1 if and
only if h4  .R 1/2 1
214
. By assumption, we have that h  h6=75=7.R 1/4=7
so that h1=2  .R   1/2. Since h  1
24
, it follows that h4  1
214
h1=2 and hence
that h4  1
214
.R   1/2 as required.
Now we check the slope bounds. We have that
m1.; ı/ D max
˚p
23=7.R   1/1=7h 2=7; 6=7.R   1/2=7h 4=7	:
By assumption, we have that m 1=3.R   1/2=3h2=3  h6=75=7.R   1/4=7 so
that .R   1/2=76=7h 4=7  m. Also, m  2 so that m2  2m and therefore
2.R 1/2=76=7h 4=7  2m  m2. It follows thatp2.R 1/1=73=7h 2=7  m.
Hence, m1.; ı/  m.
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Using Lemma 2.2, we conclude that ı;n;;R 2 AvKD;R;m and that
EvKDh ./   EvKDb . max
˚
.R   1/4=75=7h6=7; 9=7.R   1/ 4=7h8=7	:
Since
.R   1/4=75=7h6=7  9=7.R   1/ 4=7h8=7 ” .R   1/2  h1=2;
we conclude the desired result. 
The previous two results fail to cover the neutral mandrel case, where R D 1.
Our next result includes this case.
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that
h  max˚m 1=3.R   1/2=3h2=3; h6=75=7.R   1/4=7	:
If   mh1=2, then upon taking n D 1 and ı D 4h1=2 2 .0; 1 we find that
ı;n;;R 2 AvKD;R;m and that
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb . h:
If  > mh1=2, then upon taking n 2 N and ı 2 .0; 1 that satisfy
n 2 Œh 1=2m 1; 2h 1=2m 1 and ı D 4m 1;
we find that ı;n;;R 2 AvKD;R;m and that
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb . h:
Remark 2.6. We note here that if R 1 is small enough, then the scaling law of h
can be achieved by a construction with uniformly bounded slopes. Indeed, if one
takes n  h 1=2 and ı D 1, then the resulting ı;n;;R belongs to AvKD;R;m for all
 2 Œ0; 1
2
 and m 2 Œ2;1, and the excess energy is bounded by a multiple of h
whenever R   1  1=2h1=2.
PROOF. We prove this in two parts. Assume first that   mh1=2. Then let
n D 1 and ı D 4h1=2. Note that ı 2 .0; 1 if and only if h  1
24
. Also,
m1.; ı/ D max

2
r
2
4h1=2
;
4
4h1=2

D max
r
2
h1=2
;

h1=2

:
Since m  2, 2m  m2. Thus,   mh1=2 H) 2  2mh1=2  m2h1=2
so that .2h 1=2/1=2  m. Thus, m1.; ı/  m. By Lemma 2.2, we have that
ı;n;;R 2 AvKD;R;m and that
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb . maxf.R   1/1=2h3=4; hg:
Note that .R  1/1=2h3=4  h is a rearrangement of h  h6=75=7.R  1/4=7.
Thus,
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb . h:
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Now assume that  > mh1=2. Let n 2 N and ı 2 .0; 1 satisfy
n 2 Œh 1=2m 1; 2h 1=2m 1 and ı D 4m 1:
Note that h 1=2m 1 > 1 is a rearrangement of  > h1=2m, so that such an n
exists. Also, note that ı  1 since m  2 and   1
2
, and that m1.ı; / D m.
Hence by Lemma 2.2, we have that ı;n;;R 2 AvKD;R;m and that
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb . max

.R   1/h
1=2
m1=2
; h

:
Since .R  1/h1=2
m1=2
 h is a rearrangement of h  m 1=3.R  1/2=3h2=3, we
conclude that
EvKDh .ı;n;;R/   EvKDb . h:

2.2 Nonlinear Model
Recall the definitions ofENL
h
,ANL
;R;m
, and ENL
b
, given in (1.4), (1.5), and (1.7).
In this section, we prove the following upper bound:
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let R0 2 Œ1;1/. Then we have that
min
ANL
;R;m
ENLh   ENLb .R0
min
˚
2;maxfh; h6=75=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7; Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3h2=3g	
whenever h;  2 .0; 1
2
, R 2 Œ1; R0, and m 2 Œ1;1.
PROOF. Note that since ANL
;R;m
 ANL
;R;m0 if m  m0, we only need to prove
the claim for the case of m D 1. The upper bound of 2 is achieved by the
unbuckled configurationˆ D .R; ; .1 /´/. To prove the remainder of the upper
bound, note first that it suffices to achieve it for .h; ;R/ 2 .0; h0.0; 12 Œ1; R0
for some h0 2 .0; 12 . We apply Lemma 2.9, Lemma 2.10, and Lemma 2.11 to
deduce the required upper bound in the stated parameter range with h0 D 14 . Note
that the dependence of the constants in these lemmas on f can be dropped, since
f is fixed in the subsequent paragraphs. 
In the remainder of this section, we fix R0 2 Œ1;1/ as in the claim. Further-
more, we assume that
h 2  0; 1
4

;  2  0; 1
2

; and R 2 Œ1; R0
unless otherwise explicitly stated.
As in the analysis of the vKD model, we define a two-scale axisymmetric wrin-
kling pattern. We refer to n 2 N and ı 2 .0; 1, which represent the number of
wrinkles and their relative extent, respectively. Again, we refer the reader to Figure
2.1 for a schematic of this construction.
We start by fixing f 2 C1.R/ such that
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 f is nonnegative and one-periodic,
 suppf \ Œ 1
2
; 1
2
  . 1
2
; 1
2
/,
 kf 0kL1 < 1, and
 ´ 1=2 1=2
p
1   f 02 dt D 1
2
.
Define fı;n 2 C1.R/ by
fı;n.t/ D ı
n
f
n
ı
t

1t2Bı=2 :
Let Sf W Œ0; 1! R be defined by
Sf .q/ D 1  
ˆ 1
2
  1
2
q
1   q2f 02 dt;
and observe that Sf is a bijection of Œ0; 1$ Œ0; 12 . Hence, if ı 2 Œ2; 1, we can
define wı;n;; uı;n; W ! R by
wı;n;.; ´/ D S 1f


ı

fı;n.´/;
uı;n;.; ´/ D
ˆ
  1
2
´0´
q
1   .@´wı;n;.; ´0//2   .1   /d´0:
Finally, we define ˆı;n;;R W ! R3 by
ˆı;n;;R D .wı;n; CR; ; .1   /´C uı;n;/;
in cylindrical coordinates.
We now estimate the elastic energy of this wrinkling pattern.
LEMMA 2.8. Let ı 2 Œ2; 1. Then we have thatˆı;n;;R 2 ANL;R;1. Furthermore,
ENLh .ˆı;n;;R/   ENLb .R0;f max

Œ.R2   1/ _ h2
1=2ı3=2
n
;
ı2
n2
; h2
n2
ı2

:
PROOF. Abbreviate ˆı;n;;R by ˆ, wı;n; by w, and uı;n; by u. By its defi-
nition, ˆ 2 H 2per, ˆ    2 H 2per, and ˆ´   .1   /´ 2 H 2per. To see these, note
that w; u 2 H 2per. Indeed, we have thatˆ 1
2
  1
2
q
1   .@´w.; ´//2 d´
D
ˆ
Œ  1
2
; 1
2
nBı=2
1 dt C
ˆ
Bı=2
s
1  

S 1
f


ı

f 0
ı;n
.t/
2
dt
D 2

1
2
  ı
2

C ı
ˆ 1
2
  1
2
s
1   .S 1
f


ı

/2.f 0.t//2 dt
D 1   ıSf ı S 1f


ı

D 1   
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for each  2 I . Also, we have that ˆ  R since w  0, and that
@´ˆ´ D 1   C @´u D
q
1   .@´w/2  0:
Now we check the slope bounds. Note that
@´ˆ D @´w D S 1f


ı

f 0ı;n.´/
so that
k@´ˆkL1 
ˇˇˇˇ
S 1f


ı
ˇˇˇˇ
kf 0ı;nkL1  kf 0kL1 < 1:
Also, by the above, we have that
@´ˆ´ D
q
1   .@´w/2 2 Œ0; 1:
Hence,
max
i2f;´g; j2f;;´g
k@i jˆ kL1  1;
and it follows that ˆ 2 ANL
;R;1
.
Now we bound the energy of this construction. Since g´´ D 1, g´ D 0, and
u;w are functions of ´ alone, we have that
ENLh .ˆ/ D
ˆ

j.RC w/2   1j2 C h2.jRC wj2 C j@2´wj2 C 2j@´wj2 C j@2´uj2/d d´:
Hence,
ENLh .ˆ/   ENLb .R0 max
n
Œ.R2   1/ _ h2kwkL1./; kwk2L2./;
h2
 @2´w2L2./ _ k@´wk2L2./ _ @2´u2L2./o:
(Here we used that kwkL1  1, which follows from its definition and our choice
of f .) By definition, we have that
@2´u D  
@´w@
2
´wp
1   .@´w/2
so that
k@´ukL2./ .f
@2´wL2./:
Also, we have that
kwkL1./ . S 1f


ı

ı2
n
; kwk2
L2./
.

S 1f


ı
2 ı3
n2
;
k@´wk2L2./ .

S 1f


ı
2
ı; and
@2´w2L2./ . S 1f ı
2n2
ı
:
Since
q2
2
kf 0k2
L2.Œ  1
2
; 1
2
/
 Sf .q/;
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it follows that
S 1f


ı

.f


ı
1=2
:
Combining the above, we conclude that
ENLh .ˆ/   ENLb .R0;f max

Œ.R2   1/ _ h2
1=2ı3=2
n
;
ı2
n2
; h2

n2
ı2
_ 

and the result immediately follows. 
Next, we choose n; ı that are optimal for our construction in various regimes.
Our first choice exhibits many wrinkles and is the nonlinear analogue of Lemma
2.3.
LEMMA 2.9. Assume that
Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3h2=3  max˚h; h6=75=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7	:
Let n 2 N and ı 2 .0; 1 satisfy
n 2 Œ.R2   1/ _ h21=3h 2=3; 2Œ.R2   1/ _ h21=3h 2=3 and ı D 2:
Then, ˆı;n;;R 2 ANL;R;1 and
ENLh .ˆı;n;;R/   ENLb .R0;f Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3h2=3:
PROOF. Rearranging the inequality
Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3h2=3  h6=75=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7;
we find that Œ.R2   1/ _ h21=3h 2=3  1 so that there exists such an n 2 N.
Also, with our choice of ı we have that ı 2 Œ2; 1. It follows immediately from
Lemma 2.8 that ˆı;n;;R 2 ANL;R;1. Finally, the bound on the energy follows from
Lemma 2.8 as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, whereR 1 is replaced by .R2 1/_h2
and m is replaced by the number 1. 
Next, we consider a pattern consisting of one wrinkle.
LEMMA 2.10. Assume that
h6=75=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7  max˚h; Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3h2=3	:
Let n D 1 and let ı 2 Œ2; 1 be given by
ı D 21=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h2 2=7h4=7:
Then, ˆı;n;;R 2 ANL;R;1 and
ENLh .ˆı;n;;R/   ENLb .R0;f h6=75=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7:
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PROOF. First, we check that ı 2 Œ2; 1. For the upper bound, note that
21=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h2 2=7h4=7  1
if and only if h4  1
27
Œ.R2   1/ _ h22. By assumption, we have that h 
h6=75=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7 so that h1=2  Œ.R2   1/ _ h22. Since h  1
4
, it
follows that h4  1
27
h1=2 and hence that h4  1
27
Œ.R2   1/ _ h22 as required.
For the lower bound, we note that 21=7Œ.R2  1/_ h2 2=7h4=7  2 if and only
if h4  6Œ.R2   1/ _ h22. As this is a rearrangement of
Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3h2=3  h6=75=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7;
we conclude the lower bound.
It follows from Lemma 2.8 that ˆı;n;;R 2 ANL;R;1. The bound on the energy
also follows from Lemma 2.8, as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 but where R   1 is
replaced by .R2   1/ _ h2. 
Finally, we discuss the neutral mandrel case, where R D 1.
LEMMA 2.11. Assume that
h  max˚Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3h2=3; h6=75=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7	:
If   h1=2, then upon taking n D 1 and ı D 2h1=2 2 Œ2; 1 we find that
ˆı;n;;R 2 ANL;R;1 and that
ENLh .ˆı;n;;R/   ENLb .R0;f h:
If  > h1=2, then upon taking n 2 N and ı 2 Œ2; 1 that satisfy
n 2 Œh 1=2; 2h 1=2 and ı D 2;
we find that ˆı;n;;R 2 ANL;R;1 and that
ENLh .ˆı;n;;R/   ENLb .R0;f h:
PROOF. We prove this in two parts. Assume first that   h1=2. Then let n D 1
and ı D 2h1=2. Note that ı 2 Œ2; 1 if and only if h  1
4
and h1=2  . It
follows from Lemma 2.8 that ˆı;n;;R 2 ANL;R;1, and the bound on the energy
follows from Lemma 2.8 as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, where R  1 is replaced by
.R2   1/ _ h2.
Now assume that  > h1=2. Let n 2 N and ı 2 Œ2; 1 that satisfy
n 2 Œh 1=2; 2h 1=2 and ı D 2:
Note that h 1=2 > 1 is a rearrangement of  > h1=2, so that such an n exists.
It follows immediately from Lemma 2.8 that ˆı;n;;R 2 ANL;R;1. The bound on
the energy follows from Lemma 2.8 as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, where R   1 is
replaced by .R2   1/ _ h2 and m is replaced by the number 1. 
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3 Ansatz-Free Lower Bounds in the Large Mandrel Case
We turn now to prove the ansatz-free lower bounds from Theorem 1.1 and
Theorem 1.3. The key idea behind their proof is that buckling in the presence
of the mandrel requires “outwards” displacement, i.e., displacement in the direc-
tion of increasing , and that this results in the presence of nontrivial tensile hoop
stresses. This observation leads to lower bounds on EvKD
h
in Section 3.1 and
on ENL
h
in Section 3.2. These bounds are optimal in certain regimes of the form
R 1  cm.; h/ > 0 (for the precise statements, we refer the reader to the section
entitled “The Large Mandrel Case” on page 310 of the Introduction).
3.1 vKD model
Recall the definitions of EvKD
h
, AvKD
;R;m
, and EvKD
b
from (1.2), (1.3), and (1.6).
In this section, we prove the following ansatz-free lower bound:
PROPOSITION 3.1. We have that
min
˚
maxfm 2=3.R   1/2=3h2=3; 5=7.R   1/4=7h6=7g; 2	 .
min
AvKD
;R;m
EvKDh   EvKDb
whenever h;  2 .0;1/, R 2 Œ1;1/, and m 2 .0;1.
We also prove an estimate on the blowup rate ofD as h! 0 for the minimizers
of the m D1 problem.
Proof of the Ansatz-Free Lower Bound
We begin by controlling various features of the radial displacement, . Given
 2 AvKD
;R;m
we call
(3.1) vKD D EvKDh ./   EvKDb ;
which is the excess elastic energy in the vKD model.
LEMMA 3.2. Let  2 AvKD
;R;1. Then we have that
vKD  max

.R   1/k   .R   1/kL1./; h2
D22L2./;12k@´k2L2´   
2
L2


:
PROOF. Make the substitution
 D .w CR   1; u ; u´   ´/;
given in cylindrical coordinates. By definition, the vKD strain tensor  satisfies
 D @u C 1
2
.@w/
2 C w C .R   1/ and ´´ D @´u´   C 1
2
.@´w/
2:
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Since u 2 H 1per, we have that
EvKDh ./ 
ˆ

j j2 C j´´j2 C h2jD2wj2

ˆ

.R   1/2 C 2.R   1/

@u C 1
2
.@w/
2 C w

C j´´j2 C h2jD2wj2
 EvKDb C
ˆ

2.R   1/w C j´´j2 C h2jD2wj2:
Since w is nonnegative, we conclude that
vKD  max˚2.R   1/kwkL1./; k´´k2L2./; h2kD2wk2L2./	:
By applying Jensen’s inequality and using that u´ 2 H 1per, it follows that
k´´k2L2./ 
1
jI´j
ˆ
I
ˇˇˇˇˆ
I´
´´ d´
ˇˇˇˇ2
d D 1jI´j
12k@´wk2L2´   
2
L2

:
Since jI´j D 1, the result follows. 
Next, we apply the Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation inequalities from the Ap-
pendix to deduce the desired lower bounds.
COROLLARY 3.3. If  2 AvKD
;R;m
, then
vKD & min
˚
m 2=3.R   1/2=3h2=3; 2	:
In fact, if  2 AvKD
;R;1, then
vKD & min
˚kDk 2=3L1 .R   1/2=3h2=3; 2	:
PROOF. Observe that by Lemma 3.2 and an application of Hölder’s inequality,
we have that
.vKD/1=2  jI´j 1=2jI j 1=2
12k@´k2L2´   

L1

:
Hence, by the triangle inequality,
1
2
k@´k2L2./ C jj1=2.vKD/1=2  jI j:
Now we perform a case analysis. If  satisfies k@´k2L2./  jI j, then we
conclude by the above that vKD & 2.
If, on the other hand,  satisfies k@´k2L2./ > jI j, then we can combine
the interpolation inequality from Lemma A.2 (applied to f D    .R   1/) with
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Lemma 3.2 to conclude that
 . kDk2=3L1./

1
R   1
vKD
2=3 1
h2
vKD
1=3
. m2=3.R   1/ 2=3h 2=3vKD:
These observations combine to prove the desired result. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If  2 AvKD
;R;m
, then
vKD & min
˚
5=7.R   1/4=7h6=7; 2	:
PROOF. Evidently, it suffices to prove that
vKD  jI j2 H) vKD & 5=7.R   1/4=7h6=7:
Assume that vKD  jI j2, and define the set
Z D

 2 I W
ˇˇˇˇ
1
2
k@´k2L2´   
ˇˇˇˇ
 p2

:
We claim that jInZj  12 jI j. Indeed, by Chebyshev’s inequality and Lemma
3.2, we have that
22jZj 
12k@´k2L2´   
2
L2

 jI j2
so that jZj  1
2
jI j as desired. It follows that
5=7jI j .
ˆ
InZ
k@´k10=7
L2´
d 
ˆ
I
k@´k10=7
L2´
d:
Applying the first interpolation inequality from Lemma A.1 to f D  .R 1/,
we conclude that
5=7jI j .
ˆ
I
kf k4=7
L1´
@2´f 6=7L2´ d  k   .R   1/k4=7L1./D26=7L2./:
Note that we used Hölder’s inequality in the second step. Finally, Lemma 3.2
proves that
5=7 .

1
R   1
vKD
4=7 1
h2
vKD
3=7
D .R   1/ 4=7h 6=7vKD
and the lower bound follows. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1. Recall from (3.1) the definition of the excess
elastic energy, vKD . Corollary 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 combine to prove that
vKD & max
˚
minfm 2=3.R   1/2=3h2=3; 2g;minf5=7.R   1/4=7h6=7; 2g	
for all  2 AvKD
;R;m
, which is equivalent to the desired result. 
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Blowup Rate ofD as h! 0
We can now make Remark 1.2 precise, regarding the claim that EvKD
h
prefers
exploding slopes in the limit h! 0. The following result can be seen to justify the
introduction of the parameter m in the definition of the admissible set, AvKD
;R;m
.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let f.h˛; ˛; R˛/g˛2RC be such that h˛; ˛ 2 .0; 12  andR˛ 
1C1=2˛ h1=4˛ . Assume that h˛  .R˛ 1/ 2=33=2˛ as ˛ !1, and let f˛g˛2RC
satisfy
˛ 2 AvKD˛;R˛;1 and EvKDh˛ .˛/ D min
AvKD
˛;R˛;1
EvKDh˛ :
Then we have that
.R˛   1/1=7h 2=7˛ 3=7˛ .
D˛ L1 as ˛ !1:
PROOF. For ease of notation, we omit the index ˛ in what follows. By Proposi-
tion 2.1 we have that
EvKDh ./   EvKDb . h6=75=7.R   1/4=7:
Hence, by Corollary 3.3, it follows that
2 . h6=75=7.R   1/4=7 or kDk 2=3L1 .R   1/2=3h2=3 . h6=75=7.R   1/4=7:
Rearranging, we have that
h & .R   1/ 2=33=2 or .R   1/1=7h 2=73=7 . kDkL1 :
By assumption the first inequality does not hold, and the result follows. 
3.2 Nonlinear Model
Recall the definitions of ENL
h
, ANL
;R;m
, and ENL
b
given in (1.4), (1.5), and (1.7).
In this section, we prove the following ansatz-free lower bound:
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let R0 2 Œ1;1/. Then we have that
min
˚
maxfŒ.R2   1/ _ h22=3h2=3; 5=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7h6=7g; 2	
.m;R0 min
ANL
;R;m
ENLh   ENLb
whenever h;  2 .0; 1, R 2 Œ1; R0, and m 2 .0;1/.
The reader may notice that, although it is certainly more involved, the following
argument shares the same overall structure as the one given for the vKD model in
Section 3.1. For more on this, we refer to the discussion in Section 1.3.
In the remainder of this section, we assume that
0 < h;   1; 1  R  R0 <1; and 0 < m <1:
Given ˆ 2 ANL
;R;m
we call
(3.2) NL D ENLh .ˆ/   ENLb ;
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which is the excess elastic energy in the nonlinear model. Observe we may assume
that
ˆ satisfies NL  1;
since otherwise the desired bound is clear. As the reader will note, this assumption
simplifies the discussion throughout.
We will make frequent use of the following identities concerning the compo-
nents of the metric tensor g D DˆTDˆ in .; ´/-coordinates:
g D .@ˆ/2 Cˆ2.@ˆ /2 C .@ˆ´/2;
g´´ D .@´ˆ/2 Cˆ2.@´ˆ /2 C .@´ˆ´/2;
g´ D @ˆ@´ˆ Cˆ2@ˆ@´ˆ C @ˆ´@´ˆ´:
(3.3)
We will also make use of the following identities concerning the components of
D2ˆ in .; ´/-coordinates:
@2ˆ D
 
@2ˆ  ˆ.@ˆ /2

E.ˆ/
C  2@ˆ@ˆ Cˆ@2ˆE .ˆ/C @2ˆ´E´;
@2´ˆ D
 
@2´ˆ  ˆ.@´ˆ /2

E.ˆ/
C  2@´ˆ@´ˆ Cˆ@2´ˆE .ˆ/C @2´ˆ´E´;
@´ˆ D .@´ˆ  ˆ@ˆ@´ˆ /E.ˆ/
C .@ˆ@´ˆ C @ˆ@´ˆ Cˆ@´ˆ /E .ˆ/C @´ˆ´E´:
(3.4)
Here, fEigi2f;;´g denotes the unit frame of coordinate vectors for the cylindrical
.; ; ´/-coordinates on R3 (as defined in Section 1.5).
Controlling the Radial Deformation
We begin by proving that the excess energy controls the membrane and bending
terms individually.
LEMMA 3.7. If ˆ 2 ANL
;R;1 then
NL  max
ˆ

jg   1j2   .R2   1/2; kg´k2L2./; kg´´   1k2L2./

;
NL  h2 max
ˆ

ˇˇ
@2ˆ
ˇˇ2  R2; k@´ˆk2L2./; @2´ˆ2L2./:
PROOF. By the definition ofNL in (3.2), it suffices to prove the following two
inequalities to conclude the result:ˆ

jg   1j2   .R2   1/2  0 and
ˆ

ˇˇ
@2ˆ
ˇˇ2  R2  0:
To see the first inequality, we begin by noting that
(3.5) .g   1/2   .R2   1/2 D 2.R2   1/.g  R2/C .g  R2/2
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and
(3.6) g  R2 D .@ˆ/2 Cˆ2.@ˆ /2 C .@ˆ´/2  R2
by (3.3). It follows that
(3.7) .g 1/2 .R2 1/2  2.R2 1/
 
ˆ2.@ˆ /
2 R2C.@ˆ/2C.@ˆ´/2

:
Using the hypothesis that ˆ  R and applying Jensen’s inequality, we see that
ˆ

ˆ2.@ˆ /
2  R2  R
2
jj
ˆ

@ˆ
2
  jj2

D R
2
jj.jj
2   jj2/ D 0:
(3.8)
Since R  1, the first inequality follows.
To see the second inequality, note that by (3.4) we have thatˇˇ
@2ˆ
ˇˇ  ˇˇ@2ˆ  ˆ.@ˆ /2ˇˇ:
Hence, by Jensen’s inequality and since ˆ 2 H 2per, it follows that
ˆ

ˇˇ
@2ˆ
ˇˇ2  R2  1jj
ˆ

@2ˆ  ˆ.@ˆ /2
2
  jjR2
D 1jj
ˆ

ˆ.@ˆ /
2
2
  jjR2:
Using that ˆ  R and applying Jensen’s inequality again, we conclude that
ˆ

ˇˇ
@2ˆ
ˇˇ2  R2  R2jj
ˆ

.@ˆ /
2
2
  jj2

 R
2
jj.jj
2   jj2/ D 0
as desired. 
Next, we establish control on the radial component of the deformation, ˆ. As
we will require the uniform-in-mandrel estimates from this result to complete the
proof of Proposition 3.6, we record these alongside the large mandrel estimates
now.
LEMMA 3.8. Let ˆ 2 ANL
;R;1. Then we have that
NL & .R2   1/
max
˚kˆ  RkL1./; k@ˆk2L2./; k@ˆ   1k2L2./; k@ˆ´k2L2./	
and that
.NL/1=2 & max
˚kˆ  RkL2´L1 ; k@ˆk2L4´L2 ;
k@ˆ   1k2L4´L2 ; k@ˆ´k
2
L4´L
2

	
:
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PROOF. We begin by proving the first estimate. Recall Lemma 3.7 and relations
(3.7) and (3.8). All together, these imply that
NL  2.R2   1/max
 ˆ

ˆ2.@ˆ /
2  R2;
k@ˆk2L2./; k@ˆ´k2L2./

:
(3.9)
Introduce the displacements  D ˆ  R and  D ˆ    . In these variables,
(3.10) ˆ2.@ˆ /
2  R2  R2.2@ C .@ /2/C 2R.@ C 1/2:
Since the second term is nonnegative, and since  2 H 2per andR  1, we conclude
from (3.10) that
(3.11) I D
ˆ

ˆ2.@ˆ /
2  R2 
ˆ

R2.2@ C .@ /2/  k@k2L2./:
In a similar manner, we can conclude from (3.10) that
I 
ˆ

2R.@ C 1/2 
ˆ

.2@ C 1/
and, since   0, that
IC
ˇˇˇˇˆ

@
ˇˇˇˇ
& kkL1./:
Recall the notation xf for the  -average of a function f , introduced in Section
1.5. Integrating by parts and applying Poincaré’s inequality, we see thatˇˇˇˇˆ

@
ˇˇˇˇ
D
ˇˇˇˇˆ

@.    /
ˇˇˇˇ
 k@kL2./k   kL2./
. k@kL2./k@kL2./:
Hence,
(3.12) IC k@kL2./k@kL2./ & kkL1./:
Combining (3.9), (3.11), and (3.12) gives the required bound.
We turn now to prove the second estimate. First, we observe that by (3.6) and
(3.8), ˆ

g  R2 
ˆ

ˆ2.@ˆ /
2  R2  0:
Hence, by Lemma 3.7 and (3.5), and since R  1, we have that
NL 
ˆ

jg   1j2   .R2   1/2 
ˆ

.g  R2/2:
Applying Jensen’s inequality along the slices f´g  I , we find that
(3.13) .NL/1=2 & kg  R2kL2´ :
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Now we estimate the integrand in the line above. It follows from (3.6) that
g  R2  max
˚
ˆ2.@ˆ /
2  R2; k@ˆk2L2

; k@ˆ´k2L2

	
for a.e. ´ 2 I´. Here we used that
II D ˆ2.@ˆ /2  R2  0
for a.e. ´ 2 I´, which follows from Jensen’s inequality (as in the proof of (3.8)).
Now, we apply the same reasoning to II as for I above. The analogue of (3.11)
is that
II  k@k2L2

a.e.;
and this is implied by (3.10). The analogue of (3.12) is that
IIC k@kL2

k@kL2

& kkL1

a.e.
This also follows from (3.10), by an integration-by-parts argument, and Poincaré’s
inequality. It follows that
g  R2 & max
˚kkL1

; k@k2L2

; k@ˆk2L2

; k@ˆ´k2L2

	
a.e.
Combining this with (3.13) proves the required bound. 
Now, we turn to quantify the observation that if  is large enough, the cylinder
should buckle.
LEMMA 3.9. Let ˆ 2 ANL
;1;1. Then we have that
jAj . max
ˆ
A
k@´ˆk2L2´ d; .
NL/1=2; kˆ@´ˆk2L2./

for all A 2 B.I /.
Remark 3.10. It is precisely in the proof of this lemma where the hypothesis on
the sign of @´ˆ´ from the definition of ANL;R;m is used. We note that this can
be relaxed, the crucial hypothesis being that @´ˆ´ “stays away” from the well at
 1. Indeed, the lemma would remain true if the statement that @´ˆ´  0 from
(1.5) were replaced with the statement that there exists a constant c > 0 such that
j@´ˆ´ C 1j  c > 1.
PROOF. Since ˆ 2 ANL
;1;1, we have thatˆ
I´
@´ˆ´   1 d´ D 1      1 D  
for a.e.  2 I . Since we have assumed that @´ˆ´  0 a.e., it follows that
 
ˆ
I´
j@´ˆ´   1jj1C @´ˆ´jd´ D
.@´ˆ´/2   1L1´
for a.e.  2 I . By the identity for g´´ in (3.3), we see that
  kg´´   1kL1´ C k@´ˆk2L2´ C kˆ@´ˆk
2
L2´
:
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Now the result follows from Lemma 3.7 by an application of Hölder’s inequality.

Now we control the cross-term, ˆ@´ˆ .
LEMMA 3.11. Let ˆ 2 ANL
;R;m
: Then we have that
kˆ@´ˆkL2./ .R0;m .NL/1=4:
PROOF. Since ˆ  1, we have that
jˆ@´ˆ j  jˆ@´ˆ@ˆ j C jˆ@´ˆ .@ˆ   1/j
 ˆ2j@´ˆ@ˆ j C jˆjj@´ˆ jj@ˆ   1j:
From the definition of g´ in (3.3), we see that
ˆ2j@´ˆ@ˆ j  jg´j C j@ˆjj@´ˆj C j@ˆ´jj@´ˆ´j:
Using a Lipschitz bound along with Lemma 3.8 and Hölder’s inequality, we see
that
kˆkL1./ . kˆkL1./ C kDˆkL1./
 Rjj C kˆ  RkL1./ C kDˆkL1./
. RC .NL/1=2 C kDˆkL1./:
Combining the above with the definition of ANL
;R;m
and the hypotheses that R 
R0 and NL  1 gives that
jˆ@´ˆ j .R0;m maxfjg´j; j@ˆj; j@ˆ´j; j@ˆ   1jg:
It follows that
kˆ@´ˆkL2./ .R0;m
maxfkg´kL2./; k@ˆkL2./; k@ˆ   1kL2./; k@ˆ´kL2./g:
Thus, after applying Lemma 3.7, Lemma 3.8, and using Hölder’s inequality, we
find that
kˆ@´ˆkL2./ .R0;m maxf.NL/1=2; .NL/1=4g D .NL/1=4;
as desired. 
Combining Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.11 gives the following result:
COROLLARY 3.12. Let ˆ 2 ANL
;R;m
. Then we have that
jAj .R0;m max
ˆ
A
k@´ˆk2L2´ d; .
NL/1=2

for all A 2 B.I /.
Finally, we consider the bending term.
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LEMMA 3.13. Let ˆ 2 ANL
;R;m
. Then we have that
max

1
h2
NL; .NL/1=2

&R0m max
˚D2ˆ2L2./; kˆ  RkL1./	:
PROOF. First, we consider the ´- and ´´-components of D2ˆ. From (3.4),
it follows that
j@´ˆj  j@´ˆ  ˆ@ˆ@´ˆ j;ˇˇ
@2´ˆ
ˇˇ  ˇˇ@2´ˆ  ˆ.@´ˆ /2ˇˇ;
so that
k@´ˆkL2./  k@´ˆkL2./ C kˆ@ˆ@´ˆkL2./;@2´ˆL2./  @2´ˆL2./ C kˆ.@´ˆ /2kL2./:
Using Lemma 3.11, we can bound the error terms in the same manner:
kˆ@ˆ@´ˆkL2./  kˆ@´ˆkL2./k@ˆkL1./ .R0;m .NL/1=4;ˆ.@´ˆ /2L2./  kˆ@´ˆkL2./k@´ˆkL1./ .R0;m .NL/1=4:
Combining this with Lemma 3.7, we find that
k@´ˆkL2./ _
@2´ˆL2./ .R0;m  1h2NL
1=2
_ .NL/1=4:
This completes the ´- and ´´-components of the result.
Now we consider the  -component of D2ˆ, which requires a more careful
estimate. We begin by using (3.4) to write thatˇˇ
@2ˆ
ˇˇ2  R2
 ˇˇ@2ˆ  ˆ.@ˆ /2ˇˇ2 C ˇˇ2@ˆ@ˆ Cˆ@2ˆ ˇˇ2  R2
D ˇˇ@2ˆ ˇˇ2 C IC II
(3.14)
where
I D ˇˇˆ.@ˆ /2ˇˇ2  R2;
II D ˇˇˆ@2ˆ ˇˇ2 C 4j@ˆ@ˆ j2 C 4@ˆ@ˆˆ@2ˆ   2ˆ@2ˆ.@ˆ /2:
First, we discuss I. Introducing the displacement  D ˆ   R, which is non-
negative, we have that
I D . CR/2.@ˆ /4  R2  R2
 
.@ˆ
4   1/C 2Rjj.@ˆ /4:
By Jensen’s inequality and since R  1,ˆ

I  2R
ˆ

jj.@ˆ /4  k.@ˆ /4kL1./:
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In particular, this shows that
´
 I  0. Continuing, we have that
kkL1./ 
 .@ˆ /4   1L1./ C ˆ

I
 kkL2./
 @ˆ4   1/L2./ C ˆ

I
.m kkL2./k@ˆ   1kL2./ C
ˆ

I
. .k@kL2./ _ kkL2´L1 /k@ˆ   1kL2./ C
ˆ

I
where in the last step we used Poincaré’s inequality. So by Lemma 3.8, Hölder’s
inequality, and our assumption that NL  1, it follows that
(3.15) kkL1./ .m .NL/1=2 _
ˇˇˇˇˆ

I
ˇˇˇˇ
:
Next, we discuss II. An integration-by-parts argument shows that
ˆ

ˆ@
2
ˆ.@ˆ /
2 D  
ˆ

.@ˆ@ˆ /
2 C 2ˆ@ˆ@ˆ@2ˆ ;
so that by an elementary Young’s inequality we have that
ˆ

II D
ˆ

ˇˇ
ˆ@
2
ˆ
ˇˇ2 C 6j@ˆ@ˆ j2 C 8@ˆ@ˆˆ@2ˆ
  10
ˆ

j@ˆ@ˆ j2:
Hence, by Hölder’s inequality and Lemma 3.8, it follows that
ˆ

II &m  k@ˆk2L4´L2 &  .
NL/1=2:
Now we combine the estimates. Using Lemma 3.7 along with (3.14) and the
fact that
´
 I  0, we have that
1
h2
NL 
ˆ

ˇˇ
@2ˆ
ˇˇ2  R2  @2ˆ2L2./ C ˇˇˇˇˆ

I
ˇˇˇˇ
C
ˆ

II
and hence that
(3.16)
ˇˇˇˇˆ

I
ˇˇˇˇ
C @2ˆ2L2./  1h2NL  
ˆ

II .m

1
h2
NL

_ .NL/1=2:
Combining (3.15) and (3.16) gives the desired result. 
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Proof of the Ansatz-Free Lower Bound
We now combine the above estimates with the Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpola-
tion inequalities from the Appendix to prove the desired lower bound. At this stage,
the argument is more or less parallel to the one given for the vKD model in Section
3.1.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.6. Introduce the radial displacement  D ˆ R.
As a result of Lemma 3.8, Corollary 3.12, and Lemma 3.13, we have the following
estimates:
NL & .R2   1/kkL1./;
max

1
h2
NL; .NL/1=2

&R0;m max
˚kD2k2L2./; kkL1./	;
and
max
ˆ
A
k@´k2L2´ d; .
NL/1=2

&R0;m jAj 8A 2 B.I /:
We now conclude the proof by a case analysis.
First, consider the case that 1
h2
NL  .NL/1=2. In this case, we conclude by
Poincaré’s inequality (since  2 H 2per) that
.NL/1=2 &R0;m
D22L2./ & k@´k2L2./
and hence that
NL &R0;m 2
upon taking A D I .
In the opposite case, we have the lower bound
NL &R0;m max
˚
Œ.R2   1/ _ h2kkL1./; h2
D22L2./	:
Now, we give two separate arguments that combine to give the desired result. First,
we apply the interpolation inequality from Lemma A.2 to  to conclude that
kDk2L2./ .R0;m kDk2=3L1./

1
.R2   1/ _ h2
NL
2=3 1
h2
NL
1=3
.R0;m Œ.R2   1/ _ h2 2=3h 2=3NL:
Taking A D I gives that
max
˚@´2L2./; .NL/1=2	 &R0;m 
so that
max
˚
Œ.R2   1/ _ h2 2=3h 2=3NL; .NL/1=2	 &R0;m :
Therefore, we conclude by this argument that
NL &R0;m minf2; h2=3Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3g:
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For the second argument, we begin by defining the sets
Z D
˚
 2 I W k@´k2L2´  
	
for  2 RC. Choosing A D InZ gives that
maxfjInZj; .NL/1=2g  c1.R0; m/jInZj:
In particular, taking  D c1=2, we conclude that
NL  c21 jInZc1=2j22:
Now if jInZc1=2j  12 jI j, we conclude that
NL  c
2
1
4
jI j22:
Otherwise, we are in the case where jZc1=2j > 12 jI j.
In this final case, we have that
5=7 .R0;m
1
2
jI j
c1
2

5=7  ˆ
Zc1=2
k@´k10=7
L2´
d 
ˆ
I
k@´k10=7
L2´
d:
Applying the first interpolation inequality in Lemma A.1 to , we get that
5=7 .R0;m
ˆ
I
 kk2=5
L1´
@2´3=5L2´ 10=7 d D
ˆ
I
kk4=7
L1´
@2´6=7L2´ d
 kk4=7L1./
@2´6=7L2./
after an application of Hölder’s inequality. It follows that
5=7 .R;m

1
.R2   1/ _ h2
NL
4=7 1
h2
NL
3=7
D Œ.R2   1/ _ h2 4=7h 6=7NL;
and so we conclude the second result:
NL &R0;m min
˚
2; 5=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7h6=7	:
In conclusion, we have proved that
NL &R0;m min
n
2;min
˚
2; h2=3Œ.R2   1/ _ h22=3	
_min˚2; 5=7Œ.R2   1/ _ h24=7h6=7	o;
which is simply a restatement of the desired result. 
4 Ansatz-Free Lower Bounds in the Neutral Mandrel Case
In this section, we prove the lower bounds from Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.9.
We begin with the vKD model in Section 4.1. There, we introduce the free-shear
functional from (1.8) as a bounding device and prove its minimum energy scaling
law. Then, we turn to the nonlinear model in Section 4.2.
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4.1 vKD model
In the neutral mandrel case, whereR D 1, the estimates proved in Section 3.1 do
not lead to useful lower bounds on EvKD
h
. Nevertheless, buckling in the presence
of the mandrel continues to induce tensile hoop stresses when R D 1, and this
can still be used to prove nontrivial lower bounds. We emphasize here that it is
not clear at first the degree of success that we should expect from this approach:
indeed, the magnitude of the hoop stresses induced by the mandrel vanish as h! 0
in the neutral mandrel case. This is in stark contrast with the large mandrel case,
where the effective hoop stresses are of order 1 and the excess hoop stresses set
the minimum energy scaling law. For more on this, we refer the reader to the
discussion in Section 1.3.
Let us briefly recall from the section entitled “The Neutral Mandrel Case” on
page 312 of the Introduction our approach to Theorem 1.5: introducing the free-
shear functional,
FSh./ D
ˆ

j j2 C j´´j2 C h2
ˇˇ
D2
ˇˇ2
d d´;
we observe that
EvKDh ./  FSh./ 8 2 AvKD;R;m
since in the definition of FSh we have simply neglected the cost of shear in the
membrane term. Thus, lower bounds on the minimum of FSh give lower bounds
on the minimum of EvKD
h
. In the present section, we give the optimal argument
along these lines. To do so, we answer the following question: what is the mini-
mum energy scaling law of the free-shear functional?
Recall from (1.3) the definition of the admissible set AvKD
;R;m
, and let A;m D
AvKD
;1;m
.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let h;  2 .0; 1
2
 and m 2 Œ2;1/. Then we have that
min
A;m
FSh m minfmaxfh3=2; .h/12=11g; 2g:
In the case that m D1, we have that
min
A;1
FSh  minf.h/12=11; 2g:
Remark 4.2. As in the analysis of the large mandrel case, we can quantify the
blowup rate of kDkL1 for the free-shear functional as h ! 0. See Corollary
4.11 for the precise statement of this result.
PROOF. The asserted lower bounds follow from Corollary 4.4 and Corollary
4.5. The upper bound of 2 is achieved by the unbuckled configuration  D
.0; 0; ´/. To prove the remainder of the upper bound, note first that it suffices to
achieve it for .h; ;m/ 2 .0; h0  .0; 12   Œ2;1/ for some h0 2 .0; 12 . So, we
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FIGURE 4.1. This schematic depicts the free-shear construction. The
pattern features n wrinkles that wrap k times about the cylinder, with
total volume fraction ı. The optimal choice of n, k, and ı depends on the
axial compression , the thickness h, and the a prioriL1 slope boundm.
take h0 D 1210 and apply Lemma 4.7, Lemma 4.8, and Lemma 4.9 to get that
min
A;m
FSh . min
˚
2;maxfm 1=2h3=2; .h/12=11; h6=5g	
in the stated parameter range. Since
min
˚
2;maxf.h/12=11; h6=5g	 D minf2; .h/12=11g;
the result follows. 
This result shows that the free-shear functional prefers three types of low-energy
patterns if m < 1, and two if m D 1. See Figure 4.1 for a schematic of these
patterns.
Lower Bounds on the Free-Shear Functional
Here, we prove the lower bound from Proposition 4.1. Our first result is the
free-shear version of Lemma 3.2.
LEMMA 4.3. Let  2 A;1. Then we have that
FSh./ & max

kk2L2´L1 ; k@k
4
L4´L
2

; h2
D22L2./;12k@´k2L2´   
2
L2


:
PROOF. By the definition of FSh in (1.8), we have that
FSh./D
ˆ

ˇˇˇˇ
@C1
2
.@/
2C
ˇˇˇˇ2
C
ˇˇˇˇ
@´´C1
2
.@´/
2
ˇˇˇˇ2
Ch2ˇˇD2 ˇˇ2 d d´:
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Applying Jensen’s inequality in the  -direction and using that  2 H 1per and that
  0, we see that@ C 12.@/2 C 

L2./
&
ˆ
I
@ C 1
2
.@/
2 C  d

L2´
& k@k2L4´L2 _ kkL2´L1 :
Applying Jensen’s inequality in the ´-direction and using that ´C ´ 2 H 1per, we
see that @´´ C 12.@´/2

L2./
&
ˆ
I´
@´´ C 1
2
.@´/
2 d´

L2

D
12k@´k2L2´   

L2

:
The result now follows. 
Now, we apply the Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation inequalities from the Ap-
pendix to deduce the desired lower bounds.
COROLLARY 4.4. If  2 A;m, then
FSh./ & minfm 1h3=2; 2g
whenever h;  2 .0;1/ and m 2 .0;1.
In fact, if  2 A;1, then
FSh./ & min
˚kDk 1L1./h3=2; 2	:
PROOF. Observe that by Lemma 4.3 and Hölder’s inequality, we have that
c1.FSh.//
1=2 
12k@´k2L2´   

L1

for some numerical constant c1. Hence, by the triangle inequality,
1
2
k@´k2L2./ C c1.FSh.//1=2  jI j:
Now we perform a case analysis. If  satisfies k@´k2L2./  jI j, then we
conclude by the above that FSh./ & 2. On the other hand, suppose that 
satisfies k@´k2L2./ > jI j. Then, observe that by Lemma 4.3 and Hölder’s
inequality,
FSh./ & max
˚kk2L1./; h2D22L2./	:
Combining this with the interpolation inequality from Lemma A.2, we conclude
that
1=2 . kDkL2./ . kDk1=3L1./kk1=3L1./
D21=3L2./
. m1=3h 1=3.FSh.//1=3
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and the result follows. 
COROLLARY 4.5. If  2 A;m, then
FSh./ & minf.h/12=11; 2g
whenever h;  2 .0; 1 and m 2 .0;1.
PROOF. As in the proof of Corollary 4.4, it suffices to prove that
k@´k2L2./ &  H) FSh./ & .h/12=11:
Combining the third interpolation inequality from Lemma A.1 with the anisotropic
interpolation inequality from Lemma A.3, we find that
kDkL2./ . kk1=2L2./
D21=2L2./
.
 k@k1=3L4´L2kk2=3L2´L1 C kkL2´L1 1=2D21=2L2´
. max
˚k@k1=6L4´L2kk1=3L2´L1D21=2L2´ ;
kk1=2
L2´L
1

D21=2L2
´
	
:
Hence, by Lemma 4.3, we conclude that
h . max
˚
FS
11=12
h
; FSh
	
:
It follows immediately that
FSh & minf.h/12=11; hg D .h/12=11
as desired. 
Upper Bounds on the Free-Shear Functional
In this section, we prove the upper bound from Proposition 4.1. Since this upper
bound matches the lower bounds from the previous section, our analysis of the free-
shear functional is optimal as far as scaling laws are concerned. In the remainder
of this section, we will assume that
h 2  0; 1
210

;  2  0; 1
2

; and m 2 Œ2;1/
unless otherwise explicitly stated.
We begin by defining a two-scale wrinkling pattern along a to-be-chosen direc-
tion. We refer to the parameters n; k 2 N and ı 2 .0; 1, which are the number
of wrinkles, the number of times each wrinkle wraps about the cylinder, and the
relative extent of the wrinkles, respectively. See Figure 4.1 for a schematic of this
construction.
To define the construction, we fix f 2 C1.R/ such that
 f is nonnegative and one-periodic,
 suppf \ Œ 1
2
; 1
2
  . 1
2
; 1
2
/,
 kf 0kL1  2, and
 kf 0k2
L2.B1=2/
D 1.
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Define fı;n 2 C1.R/ by
fı;n.t/ D
p
ı
n
f
n
ı
t

1t2Bı=2
and wı;n;k; W ! R by
wı;n;k;.; ´/ D
p
2
k
fı;n


2
C k´

:
Recall that we write xf to denote the  -average of f , as given in Section 1.5. Define
uı;n;k; D .uı;n;k;

; u
ı;n;k;
´ / W ! R2 by
u
ı;n;k;

.; ´/ D
ˆ
0 0

1
2
.@w/
2 C w

.´/
  1
2
.@w.
0; ´//2   w. 0; ´/

d 0;
uı;n;k;´ .; ´/ D
ˆ
  1
2
´0´

   1
2
.@´w.; ´
0//2

d´0
where w D wı;n;k;. Finally, define ı;n;k; W ! R3 by
ı;n;k; D
 
wı;n;k;; u
ı;n;k;

; ´C uı;n;k;´

;
in cylindrical coordinates.
Now, we estimate the energy of this construction. Let
m2.ı; n; k; / D 2max
(r
2
ı
;
2
ı
;
2
kı
C 2
p
2ı
n
)
:
LEMMA 4.6. We have that ı;n;k; 2 A;m2 . Furthermore,
FSh.ı;n;k;/ . max

ı3
k2n2
;
2
k4
; h2
k2n2
ı2

:
PROOF. Abbreviate ı;n;k; by , wı;n;k; by w, and uı;n;k; by u. By its
definition,  2 H 2per,  2 H 1per, and ´ C ´ 2 H 1per. In particular, we note thatˆ
  1
2
´0 1
2
1
2
j@´w.; ´0/j2 d´ D 
ˆ
Bı=2
ˇˇ
f 0ı;n
ˇˇ2
dt D 
ˆ
B1=2
jf 0j2 dt D 
for all  2 I , so that uı;n;k;´ 2 H 1per. Also, we have that w  0 so that   0.
Now we obtain the slope bounds. Since
 D @ C 1
2
.@/
2 C  D 1
2
.@/
2 C ;
´´ D @´´ C 1
2
.@´/
2 D 0;
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and
@.; ´/ D @w.; ´/ D 1
2
p
2
k
f 0ı;n


2
C k´

;
@´.; ´/ D @´w.; ´/ D
p
2f 0ı;n


2
C k´

;
we find that
k@kL1./  1
2
p
2
k
f 0ı;nL1  1k
r
2
ı
;
k@´kL1./ 
p
2
f 0ı;nL1  2
r
2
ı
;
k@´´kL1./  
f 0ı;n2L1  4ı ;
and that
k@kL1./ 
12.@/2 C    12.@/2   

L1./
 2
12.@/2 C 

L1./
 2

1
42

k2
kf 0ı;nk2L1 C
p
2
k
kfı;nkL1

 2


2k2ı
C
p
2ı
kn

:
Here, we used that kf kL1  1, which follows from its definition.
Now we deal with the shear terms. We have that
@´.; ´/ D @u´.; ´/ D  
ˆ
  1
2
´0´
@´w @´w.; ´
0/d´0;
and that
@´ .; ´/ D @´u .; ´/
D
ˆ
0 0

@w@´w C @´w.´/
  @w@´w. 0; ´/   @´w. 0; ´/

d 0:
Since
@´w.; ´/ D
p
2
2
f 00ı;n


2
C k´

;
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we see that
@´.; ´/ D  
ˆ
  1
2
´0´
2
2
f 0ı;nf
00
ı;n


2
C k´0

d´0
D  
ˆ
  1
2
t´

2
1
k
d
dt
 
f 0ı;n
2 
2
C kt

dt
D 1
2

k
 
f 0ı;n
2 
2
  k
2

   f 0ı;n2 2 C k´

so that
k@´kL1./  2 1
2

k
f 0ı;n2L1  4kı :
Similarly, we have thatˆ
0 0

@w@´w.
0; ´/C @´w. 0; ´/

d 0
D
ˆ
0 0

2
.2/2
1
k
f 0ı;nf
00
ı;n

 0
2
C k´

C
p
2f 0ı;n

 0
2
C k´

d 0
D
ˆ
0t
1
2

k
d
dt
 
f 0ı;n
2 t
2
C k´

C 2
p
2
d
dt

f ı;n

t
2
C k´

dt
D 1
2

k

f 0ı;n


2
C k´
2
   f 0ı;n.k´/2
C 2
p
2

f ı;n


2
C k´

  f ı;n.k´/

:
Hence,
@´ .; ´/ D   1
2

k

f 0ı;n


2
C k´
2
   f 0ı;n.k´/2
  2
p
2

f ı;n


2
C k´

  f ı;n.k´/

so that
k@´kL1./  2

1
2

k
f 0ı;n2L1 C 2p2kfı;nkL1
 2

2
kı
C 2
p
2ı
n

:
Combining the above, we have shown that
max
i2f;´g; j2f;;´g
k@ij kL1./  2max
r
2
ı
;
2
ı
;
2
kı
C 2
p
2ı
n

D m2;
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and it follows that  2 A;m2 .
Now we bound the free-shear energy of this construction. Since  D  and
´´ D 0, we have that
FSh./ D
ˆ

ˇˇˇˇ
1
2
.@w/
2 C w
ˇˇˇˇ2
C h2jD2wj2 d d´
so that
FSh./ . max
˚kwk2
L2´L
1

; k@wk4L4´L2 ; h
2kD2wk2
L2./
	
:
Since
kwk2
L2´L
1

. ı
3
k2n2
; k@wk4L4´L2 .
2
k4
; and kD2wk2
L2./
. k
2n2
ı2
;
it follows that
FSh./ . max

ı3
k2n2
;
2
k4
; h2
k2n2
ı2

: 
Next, we choose n, k, and ı to optimize this bound. Note that each of the fol-
lowing three choices is optimal in a different parameter regime. First, we consider
a construction made of up many wrinkles, each of which wraps many times about
the cylinder.
LEMMA 4.7. Assume that
m 1=2h3=2  maxfh6=5; .h/12=11g:
Let n; k 2 N and ı 2 .0; 1 satisfy
n 2 Œ79=8h 1=4m 11=8; 89=8h 1=4m 11=8;
k 2 Œ7h 1=41=8m1=8; 8h 1=41=8m1=8;
ı D 4m 1:
Then, ı;n;k; 2 A;m and
FSh.ı;n;k;/ .
1
m1=2
h3=2:
PROOF. Rearranging m 1=2h3=2  .h/12=11 yields 9=8h 1=4m 11=8  1
so that there exists such an n 2 N. Rearrangingm 1=2h3=2  h6=5, we find that
5=8  h1=4m5=8. Since m  1 and   1, it follows that 1=8m1=8h 1=4  1.
Hence, there exists such a k 2 N. Also, we have that ı  1, since   1
2
and
m  2.
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Now we check the slope bound. We claim that m2.ı; n; k; / D m: Indeed, we
have that
m2 D 2max
(r
m
2
;
m
2
;
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
nm1=2
)
D 2max
(
m
2
;
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
nm1=2
)
;
and using that m  2,   1
2
, and n; k  7 we see that
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
nm1=2
 m
2
so that m2  m as required.
It follows from Lemma 4.6 that ı;n;k; 2 A;m and that
FSh.ı;n;k;/ . max
(
hm5=2ı3
3=2
;
1
m1=2
h3=2;
h7=2
m5=2ı2
)
:
Using that ı  
m
, we have that
FSh.ı;n;k;/ .
1
m1=2
h3=2: 
We now consider a construction made up of a few wrinkles, each of which wraps
many times about the cylinder.
LEMMA 4.8. Assume that
.h/12=11  maxfh6=5;m 1=2h3=2g:
Let n; k 2 N and ı 2 .0; 1 satisfy
n D 12; k 2 Œ12h 3=115=22; 13h 3=115=22; and ı D 4.h/2=11:
Then, ı;n;k; 2 A;m and
FSh.ı;n;k;/ . .h/12=11:
PROOF. Rearranging the inequality .h/12=11  h6=5 yields h 3=115=22  1
so that there exists such a k 2 N. Also we note that ı  1 since   1
2
and
h  1
210
.
Now we check the slope bound. We have that
m2 D 2max
s
9=11
2h2=11
;
9=11
2h2=11
;
1
k
9=11
2h2=11
C 2 2
p
2h1=1113=22
n

:
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Rearranging the inequality .h/12=11  m 1=2h3=2, we find m  9=11h 2=11
so that
m2  2max
(r
m
2
;
m
2
;
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
n
h1=1113=22
)
D 2max
(
m
2
;
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
n
h1=1113=22
)
:
Using that h 3=115=22  1 we see that
m2  2max

m
2
;
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
n
2=3

:
Since m  2 ,   1
2
, and n; k  12, we find that
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
n
2=3  m
2
so that m2  m as required.
It follows from Lemma 4.6 that ı;n;k; 2 A;m and that
FSh.ı;n;k;/ . .h/12=11: 
Finally, we consider a construction made up of a few wrinkles, each of which
wraps a few times about the cylinder.
LEMMA 4.9. Assume that
h6=5  maxfm 1=2h3=2; .h/12=11g:
Let n; k 2 N and ı 2 .0; 1 satisfy
n D 2; k D 2; and ı D 4h2=5:
Then, ı;n;k; 2 A;m and
FSh.ı;n;k;/ . h6=5:
Remark 4.10. Although this choice of n, k, and ı is sometimes optimal with respect
to the wrinkling construction considered in this section, it is suboptimal at the level
of the free-shear functional. More precisely, in the regime of this result, one can
achieve significantly less free-shear energy by not wrinkling at all. Indeed, the
scaling law of h6=5 is not present in the statement of Proposition 4.1.
PROOF. Note that ı  1 since h  1
25
. Now we check the slope bound. We
have that
m2 D 2max
r

2h2=5
;

2h2=5
;
1
2
1
k

h2=5
C 2 2
p
21=2h1=5
n

:
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Rearranging the inequality h6=5  m 1=2h3=2, we find that m  h 2=5 so
that
m2  2max
r
m
2
;
m
2
;
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
n
1=2h1=5

D 2max

m
2
;
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
n
1=2h1=5

:
Rearranging the inequality h6=5  .h/12=11 we find that   h6=5, and hence
that
m2  2max

m
2
;
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
n
h4=5

:
Using that h  1
25
, m  2, and n; k  2 we see that
1
2
m
k
C 2 2
p
2
n
h4=5  m
2
so that m2  m as required.
It follows from Lemma 4.6 that ı;n;k; 2 A;m, and that
FSh.ı;n;k;/ . maxfh6=5; 2g D h6=5: 
Blowup Rate ofD as h! 0 for the Free-Shear Functional
We can now make Remark 4.2 precise, regarding the claim that FSh prefers
exploding slopes in the limit h! 0.
COROLLARY 4.11. Let f.h˛; ˛/g˛2RC be such that h˛; ˛ 2 .0; 12 . Assume that
h˛  5=6˛ as ˛ !1, and let f˛g˛2RC satisfy
˛ 2 A˛;1 and FSh˛ .˛/ D min
A˛;1
FSh˛ :
Then we have that
h 1=11˛ 9=22˛ .
D˛ L1./ as ˛ !1:
PROOF. For ease of notation, we omit the index ˛ in what follows. By Proposi-
tion 4.1 we have that
FSh./ . .h/12=11:
Hence, by Corollary 4.4, it follows that
2 . .h/12=11 or kDk 1L1./h3=2 . .h/12=11:
Rearranging, we have that
5=6 . h or h 1=119=22 . kDkL1./:
By assumption the first inequality does not hold, so the result follows. 
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4.2 Nonlinear Model
By combining the interpolation inequalities used in the analysis of the free-shear
functional above and the uniform-in-mandrel lower bounds from Section 3.2, we
obtain the following lower bound in the neutral mandrel case.
PROPOSITION 4.12. We have that
min
ANL
;1;m
ENLh   ENLb .1; h/ &m min
˚
maxfm 1h3=2; .h/12=11g; 2	
whenever h;  2 .0; 1 and m 2 .0;1/.
PROOF. Let ˆ 2 ANL
;1;m
and introduce the radial displacement  D ˆ   1.
Recall the definition of the excess energy given in (3.2). Applying Lemma 3.8,
Corollary 3.12, and Lemma 3.13 in the case R D R0 D 1, we obtain the following
estimates:
NL & kk2L2´L1 _ k@k
4
L4´L
2

;
max

1
h2
NL; .NL/1=2

&m
D22L2./;
and
max
˚k@´k2L2./; .NL/1=2	 &m :
As in the proof of Proposition 3.6, we see that either NL &m 2 or else
NL &m max
˚kk2L2´L1 ; k@k4L4´L2 ; h2D22L2./	
and
k@´k2L2./ &m :
Now the result follows from the interpolation inequalities in the Appendix, just as
in the proofs of Corollary 4.4 and Corollary 4.5. 
Appendix: Interpolation Inequalities
In this appendix, we collect the interpolation inequalities that were used in Sec-
tion 3 and Section 4. We call I D Œ 1
2
; 1
2
 and Q D Œ 1
2
; 1
2
2.
A.1 Isotropic Interpolation Inequalities
The following periodic Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities are standard. They
can, for example, be easily deduced from their nonperiodic analogues (see, e.g.,
[10] for the nonperiodic case).
LEMMA A.1. We have that
kf k2=5
L1.I /
kf 00k3=5
L2.I /
& kf 0kL2.I /
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for all f 2 H 2per.I /, and that
kf k1=2
L1.Q/
kD2f k1=2
L2.Q/
& kDf kL4=3.Q/;
kf k1=2
L2.Q/
kD2f k1=2
L2.Q/
& kDf kL2.Q/;
for all f 2 H 2per.Q/.
Combining Hölder’s inequality with the last inequality above, we deduce the
following result:
LEMMA A.2. We have that
kDf k1=3
L1.Q/kf k1=3L1.Q/kD2f k
1=3
L2.Q/
& kDf kL2.Q/
for all f 2 H 2per.Q/.
A.2 An Anisotropic Interpolation Inequality
The next lemma was used to interpolate between the mixed norms appearing in
the discussion of the neutral mandrel case (see Section 4). Here, we refer to a point
x 2 Q by its coordinates, i.e., x D .x1; x2/ where xi 2 I , i D 1; 2. Recall the
notation for mixed Lp-norms given in Section 1.5.
LEMMA A.3. We have that
kf kL2x2L1x1 C k@x1f k
1=3
L4x2L
2
x1
kf k2=3
L2x2L
1
x1
& kf kL2.Q/
for all f 2 W 1;4.Q/.
PROOF. By a standard one-dimensional Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation in-
equality, we have that
kf kL2x1 . k@x1f k
1=3
L2x1
kf k2=3
L1x1
C kf kL1x1
for a.e. x2 2 I . After integrating and applying Hölder’s inequality, it follows that
kf kL2x2L2x1 .
k@x1f k1=3L2x1kf k2=3L1x1L2x2 C kf kL2x2L1x1
. k@x1f k1=3L4x2L2x1kf k
2=3
L2x2L
1
x1
C kf kL2x2L1x1 : 
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